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Abstract: The uncertainties oftravel choice behaviors can be divided into two differentrypes,
i"naor"ness and vaqueness. Transportation researchers usually assume oniy one- uncer^tainty

i;;ilt;i;i* uitrarioimoaeliirg, and the assumption is 6ased on.that'travelers of their
rr-iiri o."t.nt a homoeeneoui pofritation. Howevei' traveler perceptions may differ at the

I;aiiid,in l;"el of fariilliaritv iviih the nerwork attributes Therefore, it is. important to

considei ihe heteroseneitv ofiraveler perceptions in sample data and to employ a diflerent
modeline methodolosv tiy their uncertainty types. In this paper, a latent class clustertng

;;;;;;.fi il6;ti"d 6i co'nsidering the heteioie'neity of tra.uEler perceptions. in. sample data.

In aOaition, riidom utility models and fuzzy reasoning models conslclerlng tne neterogenelty
are developed to find an abpropriate model by the types of uncertainty.-All results of the p3prr
emohasize the necessitv of a combined model, which can constder the ranclornness ano tne

,ag'ueness uncertainty simultaneously.

Key Words: Latent class clustering, EM algorithm ,Fuzzy reasoning model and Uncertainty

l.INTRODUCTION

Treatment of uncertainties is critical for modeling travel choice behaviors. The uncertainties

ii" tlil airiaia inro t*o diffe.ent rypes (Lin and GEorge Lee, 1996): One is randornness due to

i[" n,]r:A.t.iministic nature of trdiel ciroice behavioi problems. Random utility mo.dels. have

been employed to deal with the uncertainty, and probability distribution is apPllcaP]:, t9l
measuring the randomness. The other is vagr,reness due to the poor kno^wl.edge and the lacl( ot
familiarit-v with network attributes (Lotan and Koutshopoulos, l99l-). Fuzzy leasontnEl

models iiave been used to the vagueness of uncertainty, and posslbrhl.y dlstrlbutlon ls
aDDropriaic for measuring the vagueness. Transportation researchers usuatly assunle onlY one

ffi[;i;fty iJi iru*r .iib-i.i'6"riiroi ,iiooitingi anai[J asiumptlon is basdd on that travelers

of their sainple present a homogeneous population.

Traveler perceptions, however, may differ at the individual level of familiarity rvrth the

network dttribdtes. Lotan and Koutshopoulos (1993") instanced that a traveler tarullar wrth
i-te nli*ort attribures is able to derive'a distributiori of travel times. Therefore' probability
rniuiur.. can be used to model the perceptions ofthe very familiar traveler. On the other hand

uncertaintv due to vaqueness is mainly r6lated to cases iri which a traveler is not familiar with
ttiinll*oit ntributeiand therefore hhs very little idea about the actual characteristics of that
ir.iri.il.-Frriv reasonins models can be used in this case to model traveler perceptions.

Therefore, it is important-to consider the heterogeneity of traveler perceptions in sample data

and to employ a dilferent modeling methodology by their uncertainty types.

In this paper, route choice behavior models are estimated with the assumption that drivers are

\
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mainly influenced by their perceived levels of the travel time on each alternative route. A
Iatent class .clustering appioach is applied for considering the heterogeneity of driver
perceptrons ln sample ctata, that ls, the heterogeneous population is classified into finite
homogeneous subpopulations called as latent clasies in the p6per. After classifvins the samole
data into latent classes, random utility models and fuzzy reasonins models Lon-siderins ihe
heterogeneityare.developed to find hn appropriate model by the'rypes of uncertaint"y. in
aooltlon,. tne. Ilnal oDJectlve oI the paper $ to support the necessity of a combined niodel
consloenng the randomness and the vagueness uncertainty simultaneously,

The paper is constituted as follows. In chapter 2, the mathematical framework of latcnr class
clustering is introduced. In chapter 3, the characteristics of random utilitv mode,l aud tuzzv
reasoning model are explained, and the modeling framework of fuzzv rtasonine model ii
presented. ln chapter 4, an empirical study is carried out. Conclusive cbmments a"re given at
the end of this sudy.

2. MATHEMATTCAL FRAMEWORK OF LATENT CLASS CLUSTERTNG

4yt{. vqlety of application!_gf latent class clustering are given in Mclachlan and Basford
(1998) and in Mclachlan (1997). In the study, the lateit clas-s clusterins is applied to classifv
the heterogeneous data into homogeneous latenr ciasses, and EM aliorithiri ttrar is wlaeli
usecl algorithms in statistics (Dempster et al., 1977) is presented. Theirimarv advantases o'f

tti'.iir.",iXlT"t.,*iffi,f:l;il3ilrtv, 
simplicitv, and a factorization orthe rkerihood tuiction

It is assumed that the heterogeneous.data in our_case study has finite mixture distributions,
1?glely,.finite homogeneouslatent classes. The latent clasies are normaily disrribui;a-;iii
dlfierent means and variances. Suppose that the probability density funciion of a random
vector w has a finite mixture <if t latent class distritiution l, . The k laGna;[;;
mixture model has the form

f (w;il= i"-f| fo(wu;oo)

tog L(il= p "r{I" rfi f ,,{*,,te ;}

K-1
subjectto rcr=1-\nr (l)

l=l

phgre f, =(n,,...,1tr_,,6*,) is the vector containing the unknown parameters, namelv the
{ - I nxxtng proportrons rr,..;,tt-tr-r. 0*, consists of the parameters'of the distribution /, .

^L denotes the total number of indicators.

This.paper.s-uppo_ses that the k latent class distributions corne from multivariate normal
densities with unknown2means, Fu,...,ltxr and unknown variances o1,,..-,orr,. Therefore,
01 = Ut,t,...,Itr,,o7,...,o'rt) and ' tt' '' At -----

fn(w,,ioo)= +exp {-@u: t!)' } ,r,' 
,lzno!,- 

'' | 2ol, )

The log likelihood function for p that can be fornred from the observed data W is given by

(3)

However, the likelihood equation.does.not yield an explicit soiution for @. Therefore, now
observed data W is considered to be ah incompldte^data of a complete data vecior
zr=(2r,...,2,),.whgre e, is a k dimensional vector of zero-one inaliitor variables and
YIIeTS 2,1 =.12,)*..1s one or zero according as whether w,, arose or did not arise from the
*."'.latent cla.ss (/< =-1,...,K;i = I,...,1). If-these 2,, werd' observable, then the maximum
likelihood estimate of z. !s simply given in Equa:iion (6), which ii ih. proportion of the
s.ample. having .alisen froir the k * IatEnt crass. Tte comitife-oata tog iitefitrobo 6;' o' h;;
the multinomial form
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"r[nnI 

o;, {fir,r,,,'r,,l}''- II
(i=r*=r[ lr=r ) ))

subject to

Maxinrizing the complete-data log likelihood L,(Q) is equivalent to maximizing /.(0.)
seoaratelv in the oartifion. Therefore. the EM alsoiithm reouires the iterative Expectation (E)
anb Maiimizatio'n (tvt) of the complete log lftelihood Z.(0). fne M step jnvolves ih6
maximization of a likelihood funetion that is redefined in eaih iteration step.by the E step. As
Equation4islinearintheunobservabledata z;r,theE-step(onthe(t+l)"'iieration)siinply
requires the calculation of the current conditional expectation of z,* given the observed data
W.

<E-STEP> Er'(z*

<M-STEP>

The M-step on the (t+l)'h iteration simply requires replacing each z,^ by z,[' in the
equation as follows:
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(4)

t KI I. I=IItr,- rogzr* + z*Ltogf,(w,;o,)j

=[* z,*togtt**f ,*1r*)

tr(o) =*{.,-* log /*,(w,,;g*,)}

LKL
\w)=21') =xl"flfr,1w,,;lll)tld'nfr,@,,;0!i') (5)

t=t t=t t=t

(6)

(7)

(8)

lt'r'*t' =\z!! t t
II

lt'o' 
*tt 

= 2 rll', u I L rllt
i=l i=l
II

6'r'*" = \ zlit t*,, - lr|ut )' / Z riit
i=l i=l

The EM algorithm starts from an initial solution P('=0) and it develops solution
Oo=tt,...,0tt=7'r iteratively,.where r is the number of iteration (r = 1,...,?n) . In ea'ch iteration,
the likelihood value incrdase monotonously (Mclachlan and Iftishnan, 1997).

One of the maior difficulties in applying the latent class approach is determining the "correct"
number of latdnt classes. Trpicaltv,itrildecision is basedbn information criteila such as the
Bayesian Information Criteri6n (BiC) or the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). In this paper,
thsBayesian Information Criterion will be employed to decide the number of latcnt classes.

BIC =2ln(L) + pln(1)

Where p and / are a number of parameters and samples, respectively.

3. ROUTE CHOICE BEHAVIOR MODELS

3.1 Characteristics o{ Fuzzy Reasoning Model and Random Utility Model

Random utility models have been widely applied to analyze the driver's route choice behavior,
and the characteristics and methodologies of the models are well documented. In the other
hand, fuzzy reasoning models may be regarded as a new approach in travel choice behavior
modeling, even though many related papels have found in recent yeurs. Thcreforc, thc
characteiistics of fuzzy reasoning models and random utility models are brietly described by

(e)
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comparing the two models.

As showed in Table I, there exist sorrc different characteristics between random utility
models and fuzzy reasoning models. In the case of random utility models th.^
non-deterministic nature of driier is mainly focused on the modeling, while the vagueness of
driver's DerceDtion is focused on the fuzzy reasoning models. In addition. the possibility
distributibn ii the fuzzv reasonins moddls is appfied to consider the knowledge and
exDerience of drivers and experts. F-or instance, the-probability that the travel time less than
7' is the sum of the probatiilities that the time is less than 7 and each probabilities are

independent (see Figur^e (b) in the table l). In the other hand, the horizontal-strips of Figure
(a) iir the table I are-the estimated travel time results by observers, and the resultj are stacked
up. Therefore, the optimal possibility measure is the form

Poss(A) = MaxP,,,,"r,,,n,r(x), for all x g A ( 10)

Where A is a set representing 'travel time less than T", and P,^^"r,,,.(^') is pclssibility
distribution (Kikuchi, I 998).

Table 1. Characteristics of fuzzy reasoning models and random utility mode ls

Better knowlcdgo

Figure(c) Change ofdriver's perception on the network attributes

Fuzzy Reasoning Models Random Utility Models

Perceptions lnherent vagueness of driver perceptions Non-deterministic nature of the route
choice behavioral process

Rules Partiallv conloensatorv and partiallv
lexicogiaphic iules of ihe appiaisal o?
network attributes

Compensatory and lexicographic
rules of the appraisal of network
attributes

Set Fuzzy set: [0,1] Discrete set (Crisp set): (0, 1)

Example A travel time of the route is
approximately 20 minutes. The route
is now light congestion.

A travel time of the route equals 50
minutes with probability 0.9, while
with probability 0. 1 the travel time
equals 20 minutes

Distribution

Figure (a) Possibility distribution
T

1 o"*=,ffi
lr

Figure (b) Probability distribution

Estimation Trial-and-error estimation Maximum likelihood estimation

Criteria Goodness of Fit t,' , uoodness ot htt

(Hoogendoorn et al, 1999; Kikuchi, 19981 Lotan and Koutsopoulos. 1993"')
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However, some drawbacks of the fuzzy reasoning models are criticized in behavior modeling.
One is the estimation problem of th6 parametErs describing the membership functions 5f
fuzzv reasonins models^and of the defuz2ification vieldins a rtpresentative value of the fuzzy
reas6nins resu]is. There are no exact methodolosilal strdieeiei vet. Another is a criterion oT
the fuzzi reasoning models. The goodness of fit has beei'used to assess a quality of the
estimatet model. brit a higher goodiess of fit does not means a better model (Hobgeniioorn et
a], 1999).

The Figure (c) in the bottom line of Table 1 instances the changes in the driver's perceptions
on the-road networks as he or she is more familiar with the road networks by gaining wide
exoerience: the membershio functions are becomins a more narrow ranse and less diffuse
shipe. Their route choice behaviors correspond on"the probability distribution (Lotan and
Koutshopoulos,1993).

3.2 Modeling Framework of Fuzzy Reasoning Model

This chapter outlines the modeling framework of fuzzy reasoning models in detail, while the
explanation on the random utility models is abbreviated to the simplicity of the paper.

Fuzzy IF-THEN rules, in which the antecedents and the consequent involve linguistic
variables, are applied to model the decision-making process of driver!. The general ru16 form
of this oaoer is^ ' Rk:If xisA,,AND,yisB,,THENz=C", k=1,...,K (ll)
Where x. v and z are lineuistic-variables reDresentii'rs the input variables and the control
variable r6spectively. Au", B, and Cu aie the li-nguistic'predicates of the linguistic
variables x. y and z in the-univeises of di5.course U, V and W respectively. k is the number
of fuzzy ruli:s. In this paper, A* and B* characterize the ordinary tiavel time levels of
each alternative route.
Trar;itil; = {short, moderate,long}= {shon tra',el time, moderatetraveliune, long travel time}.

Figure l. Membership functions of travel time

In this paper, the optimal fuzzy membership functions are estimated by trialand-error method.
Ttree indices shoin in Figur6 I are empkiyed for the estimation. Index "m" is to approach
the membership functions into the real perceptions of drivers on the travel times, " w " is to
find the optimdl overlap range of memb-ershi-p functions, and "d" is to estimate the level of
,agueness'of drivers. the gSodness of fit are estimated at the each step in which the thlee
indices are changed, and finally the optimal membership functions are decided at the point of
the highest goodness of fit. Note that the initial points of membership functions can be assumed
at any point of coliected data, and the overlap rate of membership functions begin trom 0?o.

For the consequent term, five linguistic predicates characterize the preference levels of driver5
on thc alternaiive routes as shdwn in'Figure 2: Cu (preference;'= {HfU, PH, M, PL, HPL}
where the predicates mean High Preference of Hifhway, Preference of Highway, Middle
Preference,Preference of Local way, and High Preference of Local way, respectively.

1/ lrio&,rrt

-0.5 0 0.

Figure 2. Membership functions of preference
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Finally, nine.fuzzl inference rules are established as shown in Table 2, and all rules will be
ttred. in parallel. For estimating fuzzy reasoning models, Min-Max composition strategies is
employed, and Centrold of Area method is applied as a defuzzification'method to ext-ract a
crrsp value that reDresents the possibility distr-ibution of an infered fuzzy linguistic value ser
(Jan:g et aL,1997).'

travel time

Perceived
local way
travel time

Short
Moderate

Lo

PL
M

4. EMPIRICALSTDUY

4.1 The Data

In 1996, the,survey was conducted at two intercity r_o_ads, Honam highway and No.22 local
way among driving colnmuters from Sunchon citv io KwaneiJ metropZlit# with an oUieciive
to examine perc-ei-v^e! levels of travel time on the alternativiroures arid ordinary choice"route.
way among ctnvlng commuters trom Sunchon city to Kwangiu metronolitar
to examine perceived levels of travel time on the alternativiroutes arid ordr
The number of 504 sheets was totally distributed at the both roadsideslhe number ot 5U4 sheets was totally distributed at the both roadsides and collected bv
examiner. The available response rate_was 56.357o(284/504). To survey rhe perceived ieveli
of travel time, the questioniaire was designed to adk three perceived livels df trarei iim" oi

The numbei of 504

of trav,gl time, the queslionriaire was.designldi;;kiG; plr*iiii idr;i;5il;;;;il#;;i
each alternative roule. For instance, "Hoi long travel time'does the route takes, ifttre iouii
takes a short time, a moderale time, and a long tlme?"takes a short time, a moderate time, and a long time?

Short travol timg --#- Moderat€ travol time . - * - - Long,travol time

Note that the survey had been conducted during the construct period for road widenins in
Honam. highway. The construction of Honam-highway could'cause making the driv?r's
perceptlon on travel ilme more vague travel time of driver's perception since t-he travel timeof Honam^highway might be unitably increased due to th^e coistruction. ftrerefore, ifrli
sltuatlon ot the alternatlve route gives an opportunity to estimate the vagueness of drivers in
our case study.

The ordinary choice rates of each alternative routes was 45Vo(1291284) and, 55Va(1551284) arhighway and local way, respectiveiy. The reason is regarded tliat the respondenrs couldn't iit
enouqh comp,ensation fortheir toll due to the construdtion of Honam hifhway. The variatio"ns
of ordinary choice ratesof highway are.displayed in Figure 3- As the differe'nce of perceived
levels of travel time rs bjgg.ei, thd choice patiern is niore distinct. The resulr supioni tfrii
route choice behaviors of tliivers in this caie study are mainly influenced by rheir'ilerceiveO
levels of travel time.

r00

Highw.y t cycl timc-Local my tnvet tim6 (min.)

Figure 3. variations of choice rate considering the perceived levels of travel time

5go
,9

160
!

!40
o

-o 20E

-t0--20-

Table 2. Fuzzy inference rules
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4.2 Latent Class Clustering Estimation

Latent cla_ss clustering approach is app.lied to classify a heterogeneous population of sample
data into finite homog:en66us subpopulations, and tra'iel choice Sehaviorhbdels are estima'ted
by^-using each homogeneous subpbpulation. For latent class clustering, it is assumed that if rhe
difference of perceived levels oi'tiavei time is bie, the driver's cho-ice behavior is based on
randomness uncertainty so that random utility models iue appropriate to analyze his/her route
choice behavior. In the other hand, ifthe difference ofperc6ived levels is srirall, the driver's
choice behavior is based on vagueness uncertainty. Tfierefore, fuzzy reasoning models are
available.

Table 3 shows BIC values for the estimated one to four Iatent ciads clusterins. and one larent
class model coresponds to no heterogeneity of the data. The 2-latent chs! model has rhe
lowest BIC value, which indicates slig[tly ]ower than the 3-latent class model. Therefore, the
classification results of 2-latent classei are employed in this study.

The estimated parameters of the 2-latent classes model are reported in Tab.le 4. The tatenr
class I has much higher means and variances than those of thti latent class 2, and the result
represents that.the drivers of latent class I have more distinct perceived levels of rravel time
on the alternative routes than the drivers of latent class 2. Thi:refore, it is assumed that the
route choice behaviors of drivers in latent class I are based on randomness uncertainty, while
the route choice behaviors of drivers in latent class 2 are based on vagueness uncertain'ry.

Table 3. Latent class clustering

Num. Of Class Num. OF parameters BIC
l-Latent class 6 3081.9
Z-Latent classes 13 26t4.7
3-Latent classes 20 2808.2
4-Latent classes 27 7732.9

Table 4. 2Jatent classes clustering

Latent class Iatent class I (49.2Vo) latent class 2 (50.8Vo)

Variables 11. ol Fz o.
Short travel time 3.143 1.5t2 i.595 0.525
Moderate travel time 3.179 r.451 1.449 0.523
Long travel time 3.930 t.629 t.569 0.521

4.3 Route Choice Behavior Models

Table 5 contains the estimated results of random utility models based on each latent class and
whole data. For the travel time variable of random utility models, the average value of three
perceived levels of travel time is employed due to ihe mirlticollinearitv of th-e model. Aee (if
more.than,34 years old is I, otherwise-0) and wiliingness to switch ty traffic siruatiots (if
switch is l, otherwise 0) are added for the loeil niodel. The hiehes[ esrimation result'in
random utility models is outputted in the latent ilass I (randomneis class), while the lowest
result is in the latent class.2 (vagueness class). Moreovei, the coefficient vllue of rvillingness
to switch variable shows that res ondents of the randomness class are more sensitive to t-raffic
situations than respondents of the vagueness class. The opoosite estimation results are in the
fuzzy reasoning models, that is, the ioodness of fit of latent class 2 is much hieher than rhat
of latent class I and little higher thin that of whole data. Moreover, the goodness of fit of
la^tentclass.2 ishighly imprwed by employing the fuzzy reasoning modeilfrom 62.16% to
63.45Vo). Tlre "d"lndex iir Table 6 shoivsihe-level of iagueness"uncertainty, and rhe mosr
vagueness class is the latent class 2. These results reoresenlthat the vasuenesi of uncertaintv
is well considered in the fuzzy reasoning model tha'n the random utililv model. in rhe othe'r
hand. the random.utility model is more applicable to treat the randomnels of uncertainry than
the fuzzy reasoning model. Eventually,'all results in table 5 and 6 support rhat thl rwo
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modeling methodologies can dealt the uncertainty of travei time- with a certain amount of
.etiaUitiiv. However."the accuracy of route choice behavior model can be reduced, if the

tltiroeefieitv of saniole data is not considered for modeling In addition the necessity of a

combiied niodel of random utilitv model and fuzzy reasoning model is emphasized f,rom the
results. Concernins on the combiired model, the laient class clustering (or latent class model)
mav be the core of the methodological strategies since the expected probability to include the

each latent class can be obtained ii'the analysis, Equation (5)'

Table 5. Random utility models

Whole data Latent class I Latent class 2

hriables Coefficient (t-value)

Travel time -0.044 (-4.32) x* -0.045 (-3.9J; ** -0.0_55 (-2.01) *

(>35) -0.024(-2.5)) *" -0.021(-1.5r) -0.025(- 1.97) .

wltc 0.640(2.42) 0.7 t4(t .77) 0.s70( 1.62)

# Ofs 284 139 145

L(0) - L(p) -t6.4t4 11.8i6 -5.s99

p 0.083 0.t23 0.056

usted p 0.068 0.092 0.026

Goodness of fit 64.79Vo 66.9r?o 62.767o

Note)i*: Significant ar the 0.01 confidence level, *: Significant at the 0.05 confidence level

Table 6. Fuzzy reasoning models

Highway
Short 0 30 40 49

20 63.4487o

Moderate 41 50 IU 79

Long 'tr 80 r50 150

Local way
Short 0 30 70 79

Moderate 7l 80 100 r09
Long 101 110 150 150
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The main purposes of the paper are to consider the heterogeneity of driver perceptions in
sample data by using the latent class clustering approach, to estimate random utility models
and fuzzy reasoning models considering the heterogeneity, and to find an appropriate model
bv the twes of uncertaintv. The results are summarfued as follows: Firstlv. the heteroseneous
C"arta in oirr case study can be classified into finite homogeneous data by employing th"e latent
class clustering appr5ach. Secondly, the estimation resulis of random utility inoleliand fuzzy
reasoning models show that if the travel choice behavior models are develooed without
considering^the type.of uncertainty, the accuracy of models may .te. deteriorated. Finally,.the
necessity of a combined model considering the randomness and the vagueness uncertainty
simultarieously is emphasized as a future wo"rk.

The soodness-of-fit indices of random utilitv model were not sufficient in this studv. because
of thE limitation of data availability on perc6ived travel time. A more efficient slrvey method
collecting individual's perception; on irivel attributii muit be ,t"r"iopea in ttre fotto":ing
studies.
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